Understanding species' responses to environmental conditions, and how these speciesenvironment associations shape spatial distributions, are longstanding goals in ecology and biogeography. However, an essential component of species-environment relationships -the spatial unit, or grain, at which they operate -remains unresolved. We identify three components of scale-dependence in analyses of species-environment associations: 1) response grain, the grain at which species respond most strongly to their environment; 2) environment spatial structure, the pattern of spatial autocorrelation intrinsic to an environmental factor; and 3) analysis grain, the grain at which analyses are conducted and ecological inferences are made.
Introduction
Understanding species' responses to environmental factors and accurately predicting their spatial distributions are foundational goals in ecology and biogeography (Grinnell 1904 , Hutchinson 1953 , Brown et al. 1996 . Characterizing species-environment relationships enables the quantification of ecological niches (Austin et al. 1990 ), facilitates the tracking of species invasions (Peterson 2003) , informs conservation decision-making (Rodríguez et al. 2007) , and addresses many other ecological questions. These capabilities are particularly important in the face of pervasive changes to land use, land cover, and climate, and their emerging consequences for ecological systems. Despite the pressing need for a greater understanding of the ecological processes that underlie species distribution patterns, a key element -the spatial scales at which these processes operate -remains unresolved.
Any spatially explicit analysis takes place in a setting of spatial scale, where analysis grain refers to the minimum unit of spatial resolution (e.g. pixel or grid cell size), and extent refers to the total area under consideration. For an individual analysis, these scale parameters are often determined by available environmental data (Graham et al. 2004, Meyer and Thuiller 2006) or computing resources (many small or 'fine' grid cells require more computing power than fewer large or 'coarse' cells). However, abundant empirical evidence indicates that analysis grain and extent strongly influence the detection and measurement of a species' response to environmental factors (Wiens 1989 , Levin 1992 , Wu and Loucks 1995 , Li and Wu 2007 . For example, Randin et al. (2009) investigated the potential consequences of climate change for alpine plants in the Swiss Alps. Species distribution models (SDMs) built at a grain of 16 km predicted that several species would go extinct due to habitat loss, while models built at 25 m identified high-elevation refuges that could enable the species to persist (Randin et al. 2009) .
Organisms respond to their environment more strongly at some spatial scales than others (Roland and Taylor 1997 , Holland et al. 2004 , Fisher et al. 2011 . The notion that organisms respond most strongly to environmental factors at a limited set of scales has been variously referred to as 'domains of scale' (Wiens 1989) , 'characteristic scales' (Urban et al. 1987) , and 'intrinsic scale' (Wu and Li 2006) . We use the term response grain to denote the typical grain at which individuals of a species respond to -either by passively persisting in, or more actively avoiding or seeking out -environmental resources. Physiological traits, such as body size and perceptual capabilities, may impose a minimum or maximum distance at which a species can perceive environmental variation (Addicott et al. 1987 , O'Neill et al. 1988 , Kolasa 1989 , Ritchie 1998 . For example, the eyes of large organisms are generally further from the ground, and their limbs generally longer, leading to greater perceptual ranges (Kolasa and Rollo 1991 , With and Crist 1995 , Kiltie 2000 , Zollner 2000 , Mech and Zollner 2002 . Similarly, ecological attributes such as trophic level may lead to space use at a particular grain, because food density is typically greater for herbivores than for carnivores (Ritchie and Olff 1999 , Haskell et al. 2002 , Jetz et al. 2004 . While the specific mechanism(s) that determine a species' response grain remain under debate (Miguet et al. 2015) , numerous studies have found that species respond strongly to environmental variation at a limited set of spatial grains (Mayor et al. 2009 , McGarigal et al. 2016 , and references therein).
The environmental conditions to which a species responds also exhibit spatial structure. Natural environments are composites of geologic, climatic, topographic, and biological processes, each with characteristic spatial (and temporal) intervals (O'Neill 1986 , Urban et al. 1987 ). Due to this complex, hierarchical structure, nearly all environmental variables exhibit spatial autocorrelation -the tendency for values to co-vary as a function of their locations in space (Cliff and Ord 1973) . For a given environmental variable, the variogram (a tool from the field of geostatistics; Matheron 1963 and Cressie 2015) , can be used to calculate the characteristic distance within which spatial autocorrelation operates. The 'range' of an empirical variogram represents the characteristic size of areas within which variable values are correlated -i.e. patches -and thus indicates the spatial grain of a variable's intrinsic spatial structure. As one example, Garrigues et al. (2006) computed experimental variograms for the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) of a 3  3 km area containing a mosaic of agricultural fields in France (Prevot et al. 1998) , and obtained a range (268 m) approximately equivalent to the average extent of an individual field (250-350 m) . Because the range is robust to many spatial patterns (Rossi et al. 1992) , the variogram approach reliably characterizes the wide array of spatial structures observed in nature.
In sum, ecological theory and growing empirical evidence indicate that species-environment relationships are highly scale-dependent, and that response grain, analysis grain, and environment spatial structure exert interacting, and even confounding, influences on the analysis and interpretation of species' environmental niches and spatial distributions. Despite this general recognition, a detailed characterization of these complex interactions, and their analytic implications, is currently lacking. In this study, we introduce a novel conceptual framework that describes the operating principles for these three components of scale, provides theoretical examples of their linkages and interactions for species with various ecological attributes develops general principles for their operation and consequences mechanisms and interpretation of scale-sensitive niche relationships (Fig. 1) .
Consider an environmental variable with fine spatial structure (Fig. 1A, B) and a small-bodied species with a low trophic position and strict habitat requirements, which likely has a fine response grain (Fig. 1A, C) . Analyzing the association between this variable and species at a fine grain (Fig. 1A , Fine) preserves the variable's intrinsic heterogeneity and aligns with the species' response grain, facilitating detection of the true species-environment relationship (Sandel 2015) . As an example, the abundance of red-backed voles Myodes gapperi in boreal forests is strongly associated with the amount of coarse woody debris (CWD) -but only at grains finer than 250 m (Orrock et al. 2000 , Fauteux et al. 2012 . Thus, analysis of the relationship between vole occurrence and CWD at analysis grains near 250 m would maximize model fit and predictive accuracy. In contrast, using an analysis grain coarser than 250 m (Fig. 1A, coarse) would homogenize CWD values, incompletely sample the conditions perceived by the species, degrade the signal of selection, resulting in inferior model fit, increased uncertainty, and decreased predictive accuracy (Sandel 2015) .
Alternatively, consider a large-bodied species with a high trophic position, and thus likely a coarse response grain, responding to the same environmental variable. At fine analysis grains, disaggregation may introduce more noise, relative to the conditions perceived by the species (Fig. 1B, fine) . A fine analysis grain would lead to incorrect inferences of weak selection, comparatively poor model fit, and occurrence predictions with lower predictive accuracy. In contrast, a coarse analysis grain would more accurately represent the environmental conditions perceived by the species (Fig. 1B, coarse ) and achieve greater predictive accuracy.
These general principles extend to other cases. A species may respond to a variable with coarse environmental structure at a fine response grain, for example by occurring only within a narrow elevational or thermal range (Fig. 1C) . For example, the rock ptarmigan Lagopus muta helvetica has a limited ability to dissipate body heat, and is thus restricted to areas with mean summer temperatures below 10-12°C. At fine analysis grains, sufficient variation in summer temperatures exists within high-elevation territories to reveal the species' unimodal response to temperature. However, at coarse analysis grains, extreme values are eliminated by aggregation, obscuring the true species-environment relationship and drastically overestimating the rock ptarmigan's patchily distributed habitat (Revermann et al. 2012) . Finally, for a species with a coarse response grain and a variable with coarse environmental structure (Fig. 1D ) many analysis grains likely achieve high inferential and predictive accuracy. However, as analysis grain approaches response grain, variable values correspond more closely to the conditions perceived by the species, and the most accurate measurements of the true species-environment relationship measurement may be obtained.
With this framework for the roles and interactions of analysis grain, response grain, and environment spatial structure, we can ask questions of broad relevance for analysis and inference of species' environmental niches and spatial distributions. For example, how do mischaracterizations of these important scale components affect inferences and predictions of species' niche relationships? And what are the consequences of measuring species-environment relationships at inappropriate analysis grains? To address these questions, we construct simulated environments with varying spatial structures, simulate a virtual species with a strong response to its environment, and explore how altering analysis grain, response grain, and environment spatial structure affects detection of the true species-environment relationship. Based on our conceptual framework and simulation results, we develop scale-sensitive approaches for three common goals in the study of species' environmental niches and spatial distributions: 1) what set of environmental variables comprise a species' niche requirements? 2) To what extent do the strength (or direction) of species-environment relationships change with spatial grain? 3) Where does a species occur in geographic space? Finally, we apply these scale-sensitive methods to the study system of a medium-sized omnivorous bird (Tockus deckeni) in a heterogeneous east African landscape. Figure 1 . Analyses of species-environment relationships are impacted by multiple scale effects. In any analysis of speciesenvironment associations, three scale components operate and interact: 1) environment spatial structure, equivalent to the variogram range; 2) response grain, the grain(s) at which species most strongly respond to their environment, and 3) analysis grain, the grain at which analyses are implemented (A-D). We classify environmental variables that vary rapidly over space and exhibit relatively small ranges as 'fine', and those that vary gradually across space and exhibit relatively large ranges as 'coarse' (see example 'Fine' and 'Coarse' variograms in gray; dashed red lines indicate range). Individual species may perceive or respond to environmental conditions at 'fine' or 'coarse' response grains (likely depending on physiological or ecological attributes such as body size or diet). When species occurrence data (such as observations of presence or abundance) and environmental data are combined in an analysis of a species' ecological niche or geographical distribution, they are typically resampled to a common analysis grain. Resampling alters variable properties and may impact the accuracy of subsequent analyses; the severity of these impacts depends on how closely the analysis grain matches the species' response grain and environment spatial structure (A-D). If the analysis grain approximates the response grain, the signal of selection will likely overcome the effects of resampling. However, if the analysis grain diverges from both environment and response grains, environmental variance and signal of selection may be so degraded that analyses will not detect the true species-environment relationship(s).
Methods

Study area
All data was collected at Mpala Research Centre (MRC), a 20 000 ha research conservancy located in Laikipia, Kenya that varies from 1600-2000 m in elevation and 400-700 mm in annual rainfall, with notable temporal and spatial variation (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A2 ). Vegetation includes Acacia-dominated savanna on sandy 'red' and poorly drained, clay 'black cotton' soils, narrow riparian zones, and arid bushland.
Observed environmental variables
Land cover, vegetation density, and vegetation structure are key environmental variables determining bird distribution (Cody 1981) , while topography, proximity to critical resources, and climate variables such as precipitation also influence occurrence (Storch 2002 , Benítez-López et al. 2010 . We developed 17 environmental variables related to these factors (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A1 ). We derived land cover and vegetation variables from geometrically and atmospherically corrected Quickbird imagery of MRC acquired in November 2011. Areas affected by clouds were filled using identically processed imagery from November 2009. We developed a supervised minimum distance classification based on 300 training sites collected across vegetation communities during 2011-2012, aerial photographs, and expert knowledge (kappa = 0.86). Final land cover classes roughly follow IGBP standards (Loveland et al. 2000) . We also used individually delineated shrub patches, water bodies, and roadways to generate proximity variables (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A1 ).
We calculated NDVI (Rouse et al. 1974 ) which has been linked to plant photosynthetic activity and is frequently used to estimate primary productivity (Asrar et al. 1984) . We also performed a tasseled cap transformation, which rotates visible and NIR bands into planes associated with overall brightness, moisture, and vegetation greenness (Kauth and Thomas 1976) . During 2011-2012, we measured vegetation properties (including canopy and understory cover, woody basal area, and height) at 80 spatially nested plots (1-200 m), calculated a summary index of vegetation structure (McElhinny et al. 2005) , and used tasseled cap eigenvectors and NDVI texture to predict this index ('SCI') across MRC (final model R 2 = 0.879, all predictors p  0.05; Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A1 ).
Topographic variables including elevation, slope, incoming solar radiation, and topographic complexity (ratio of surface area to planimetric area) were derived from ver. 2 of the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM). Finally, we combined rain gauge data from 1970-present with topographic variables to interpolate longterm mean annual precipitation across the study area.
Spatial analysis of observed environmental variables
Consider a two-dimensional surface comprised of measurements of an environmental variable, collected at a standard spatial interval. A variogram is constructed by sorting distances separating measurements into bins, and plotting the mean variance between pairs of measurements across bins (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1B ). Variance typically increases with distance between measurements until some asymptote is reached. The distance at which this asymptote occurs is termed the 'range', and represents the average distance within which values of the variable are correlated (Matheron 1963 , Cressie 2015 . We calculated an empirical variogram for each observed environmental variable (up to half the minimum dimension of the study area, as recommended by Chiles and Delfiner 2009). All analyses were implemented in the R statistical environment (R Core Team). We also investigated the scaling of spatial and quantitative information -i.e. how well increasingly coarse analysis grains captured each observed variable's intrinsic heterogeneity -by calculating the Pearson's correlation coefficient between values of the variable in 10 m cells, and values in coarser, containing cells (up to 1 km). For analysis grains coarser than 30 m, we randomly selected nine 10 m cells within each containing coarser cell, calculated the Pearsons's correlation coefficient between the values in the selected cells and that of the containing coarser cell, repeated this process 1000 times, and calculated the mean correlation across all samples. For each observed variable, we identified the grain at which this cross-grain correlation fell below 0.5, and considered this an upper threshold beyond which analyses could not include the variable.
Virtual species simulations
To test the extent to which species distribution models (SDMs) accurately capture species-environment relationships in landscapes with different spatial structure, we performed 3000 'virtual species' simulations (Hirzel et al. 2001) . First, we generated simulated environmental variables based on the three groupings of environment spatial structure -fine, intermediate, and coarse -in our observed environmental variables (see Results). For each group of observed variables, we generated a normal distribution from the group mean and standard deviation of their variogram ranges. To create each simulated variable, we randomly drew a range from one of these distributions, constructed a corresponding variogram, and used conditional Gaussian simulation to generate a surface (10 m resolution and 100  100 km extent) with the selected spatial structure. We then created a virtual species with a strong, positive relationship with the simulated variable (standardized beta ≈ 2.5), at 1) a fine response grain (10 m) and 2) a coarser response grain (250 m). From the simulated distribution generated under each response grain, we randomly drew 1000 presence and absence locations.
At 50 analysis grains from 50 to 5000 m, we aggregated observed environmental variables to each analysis grain and built simple presence-absence SDMs (univariate generalized linear model (GLM) with binomial error and logit link). We evaluated model performance using 1) the proportion of explained deviance and 2) a Z-test of whether the estimated beta coefficient captured the 'true' species-environment relationship (Clogg et al. 1995) . We repeated the steps of simulating a distribution, drawing presence and absence locations, constructing a simple SDM, and evaluating model performance, 100 times for each simulated variable and response grain. We also evaluated the scaling properties of simulated variables using the same methods as for observed variables.
Species occurrence data
Tockus deckeni (Von der Decken's hornbill) is a medium-sized (125-225 g) omnivorous bird that occurs in resident pairs or small family groups, consumes primarily invertebrates and fruits, and is found in moderately open to closed savanna. We collected occurrence data for T. deckeni in 75, 1  1 km sampling cells distributed across MRC (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A2 ) during July 2012-December 2016. Each 1 km cell was surveyed approximately bimonthly during morning (06:30-10:30) and afternoon (15:30-18:30) periods. Surveys consisted of a search lasting a minimum of 30 min and covering at least 10% of the cell area. Any T. deckeni encountered during a survey was followed for up to 15 consecutive locations, its location recorded using distanceand-bearing methods (distance measured by rangefinder with uncertainty 1 m, bearing measured by compass with uncertainty 1°) and behavioral state (foraging, perching or standing, calling, preening, and interacting) recorded at oneminute intervals (Altmann 1974) .
Model construction, selection, and validation
We considered a grid cell that contained at least one detection of T. deckeni during the study period as a presence datum. We performed environmentally stratified subsampling to yield 500 presence cells at 10 m resolution, and selected an equivalent number of stratified absence cells from repeatedly surveyed 10 m cells where T. deckeni were never observed. We identified the most appropriate form for each species-environment relationship from the term (linear, log, quadratic, or cubic) that achieved the lowest Akaike's information criterion (AIC) in preliminary univariate GLMs across all analysis grains. We used the analysis grain at which the Pearson's correlation coefficient between values in 10m cells and their containing coarser cells fell below 0.5 as a strict threshold: a variable was excluded from any models constructed at coarser analysis grains.
For an example variable from each group, we explored the consequences of using variables at analysis grains coarser than their grain threshold. For each example variable, we modeled T. deckeni occurrence using simple SDMs (univariate GLMs) at many analysis grains smaller than the variable's grain threshold, and selected the analysis grain of maximum predictive accuracy. We then compared the accuracy of occurrence predictions from a) the most accurate SDM aggregated to an alternate analysis grain and b) the SDM independently constructed at the alternate grain (i.e. disregarding the variable's grain threshold).
Finally, we developed three workflows that address common research questions about species-environment relationships, but strictly adhere to grain thresholds. First, to illustrate studies whose intent is to infer niche relationships, we determined the maximally important set of environmental variables across all analysis grains. We constructed singlegrain (SG) multivariate generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs), including a random effect to account for multiple observations of individuals, at six analysis grains from 10 to 1000 m, and competed all possible GLMMs at each analysis grain (excluding variable combinations with Pearson's correlation coefficient  0.5). We retained the set of best-performing models (ΔAIC c  5; Burnham and Anderson 2002) . To identify the most important variables , we 1) summed Akaike weights for each variable across best SG models (Burnham and Anderson 2002) , and 2) measured the mean decrease in model predictive accuracy when individual variables were permuted (Peterson and Cohoon 1999) , at each analysis grain. We used 500 GPS locations sampled from 17 tagged individuals (Mertes et al. unpubl.) and 500 reserved absence locations to evaluate model performance.
Second, for studies whose goal is to describe scaledependence in species-environment relationships, we assessed how variable importance and performance changed in SG models across analysis grains, also using AIC weights and AUC reduction measures. Finally, to illustrate studies that aim to accurately predict a species' spatial distribution, we constructed the model that best predicted T. deckeni occurrence. We identified the analysis grain at which each individual variable most accurately predicted T. deckeni occurrence ('optimal grain'). We then competed all possible multiple-grain (MG) models that contained non-collinear combinations of variables, each at their optimal grain (Martin and Fahrig 2012), and retained the best-performing MG model with the highest predictive accuracy.
Results
Spatial structure of observed environmental data
Exploratory spatial analyses revealed three groupings within our 17 observed environmental variables ('observed variables') ranging from 'fine' spatial structure (range  1000 m) via 'intermediate' (range 1001-5000 m) to 'coarse' (range  10 000 m; Fig. 2 and Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A1 ). We selected a vegetation structural complexity index (SCI), NDVI, and elevation, respectively, as representative variables for each grouping. Unsurprisingly, given the inherently complex and patchy properties of dense vegetation, SCI (range = 527 m) exhibited the lowest correspondence (r 2 = 0.17) between fine (10 m) and coarser (1 km) analysis grains, as well as the most rapid, nonlinear divergence with aggregation (Fig. 2C) . NDVI (range = 1084 m) also scaled poorly (r 2 = 0.19 between fine (10 m) and coarser (1 km) analysis grains). Despite their substantially different ranges, these variables lost quantitative and spatial information very rapidly as analysis grain increased, and had analysis grain thresholds approximately 150 m apart (Fig.  2C) . Overall, grain thresholds ranged from 450-600 m for fine observed variables, and 650 m-1 km for intermediate observed variables (Supplementary material Appendix 1  Table A1 ).
Simulation results
Simulated environmental variables ('simulated variables') with fine and intermediate spatial structure exhibited a wider range of grain thresholds (ca 600 m for fine and 4100 for intermediate environments; Fig. 3 ). However, spatial and quantitative information scaled similarly poorly across analysis grains. Aggregating simulated variables with fine and intermediate spatial structure dramatically decreased the predictive performance of simple SDMs (Fig. 3) . For fine simulated variables, coarsening the analysis grain to 1 km reduced the deviance explained by univariate SDMs by 50 percent (Fig. 3A) . While this decline was less extreme, and more linear, for intermediate and coarse simulated variables, by an analysis grain of 5 km the explanatory power of univariate SDMs substantially declined across most simulated variables. When the virtual species' response grain increased by more than 500 (from 10  10 m to 250  250 m), model explanatory power substantially increased only for coarse simulated variables, and only at relatively coarse analysis grains (Fig. 3A) .
For simulated variables with fine spatial structure, SDMs correctly estimated the true species-environment relationship across a very narrow range of analysis grains. Even when the virtual species exhibited a coarse response grain, a negligible proportion of models at analysis grains greater than 1500 m captured the true species-environment relationship (Fig. 3B) . For intermediate and coarse simulated variables, nearly all SDMs correctly estimated the strength of selection, across many analysis grains and for both 10 and 250 m response grains.
Predicting T. deckeni occurrence
Tockus deckeni occurrence predictions from SDMs constructed at an appropriate analysis grain, then aggregated to an alternate analysis grain, were substantially more accurate than predictions from SDMs independently constructed at alternate analysis grains (Fig. 4) . Disregarding grain thresholds both over-and under-predicted T. deckeni occurrence, even across the relatively limited spatial extent (250 km 2 ) of our study area. These spatial differences were most pronounced for observed variables with fine and intermediate spatial structure.
Fine variables (such as SCI, topographic complexity, and wetness) occurred most frequently in the best SG GLMMs (ΔAIC c  5) at fine analysis grains (Fig. 5A, B) . Precipitation was an exception; despite its coarse spatial structure, it occurred in best model sets across most analysis grains. Several observed variables (including brightness, wetness, and shrub density) were excluded from models constructed at 1km due to a finer grain threshold. We did not observe a significant statistical impact from applying grain thresholds: AUC of SG GLMMs remained above 0.85 for all analysis grains except 100 m (AUC = 0.819). However, the range of predicted occurrence probabilities was narrower at 1km compared to other analysis grains, and predictions were more spatially consistent across grains finer than 1 km (Fig. 5) . Unsurprisingly, the MG GLMM, which included each predictor variable exclusively at its optimal grain, was the most accurate model overall (predicted and assessed at 10 m; Fig. 5C ).
Discussion
This study was motivated by growing evidence that the spatial grain at which a species responds to its environment, the spatial structure of the environment, and the grain at which that relationship is analyzed, are critical and potentially confounding factors. In addition, there is a startling divide between 1) widespread recognition of the importance of spatial scale in ecological processes, and 2) infrequent application of scale-sensitive methods in analyses of speciesenvironment relationships. We sought to define and describe the interactions among species' response grains, analysis grains, and environment spatial structure; evaluate the consequences of ignoring these important aspects of scale; and provide practical recommendations for researchers.
Most observed variables with fine and intermediate spatial structure scaled -that is, transferred information across spatial grains -very poorly. This is not entirely surprising: aggregating environmental variables to coarse analysis grains obscures intrinsic, fine-scale heterogeneity, potentially resulting in Figure 3 . Fine environment spatial structure and response grains strongly impacts model performance. Based on the spatial structure of observed environmental variables, we generated simulated environments with 'Fine', 'Intermediate', and 'Coarse' spatial structure (1000 of each). We then simulated a virtual species with a strong, positive response to the simulated environments (β ≈ 2.5), and drew 500 presence and 500 absence locations from its simulated distribution at each of two response grains (10 and 250 m). We aggregated simulated environments and occurrence locations to 50 analysis grains from 50 to 5000 m, and built simple species distribution models (SDMs) with the aggregated environmental data at each grain. We (A) assessed the deviance explained by SDMs across analysis grains, and (B) the proportion of SDMs at each analysis grain that captured the species' 'true' species-environment relationship (when the 95% confidence interval for an SDM's β parameter contained the value originally used to simulate the virtual species' distribution).
broader, flatter, less distinctly bounded response curves with lower optima (Revermann et al. 2012) . But in addition, in our virtual species analysis, the explanatory power of simple SDMs universally declined at coarser analysis grains, and a coarser response grain (250 m) only marginally mitigated this trend (Fig. 3) . These results suggest that only environmental variables with very coarse spatial structure (range  5-10 km) and species with very coarse response grains ( 1 km) are appropriate for studies of niche relationships at analysis grains coarser than 3-5 km.
Indeed, our findings confirm the dynamics illustrated in Fig. 1A : measuring the response of 1) a species with a fine response grain to 2) an environmental variable with fine spatial structure at 3) a coarse analysis grain, results in inferior model fit, and also mischaracterizes the importance of that variable to the study species' spatial distribution. Our results provide empirical support for an emerging warning that using coarse environmental data without consideration of response grain or environment spatial structure may considerably mischaracterize species-environment relationships (Mayer and Cameron 2003 , Guisan et al. 2007 , Randin et al. 2009 , Franklin et al. 2013 .
Moreover, standard SDM workflows often select individual variables based on their significance in preliminary univariate or multivariate models. Our simulations demonstrate that this approach may discard variables that strongly influence distribution patterns, solely due to low explanatory power at a coarse analysis grain (Sandel 2015) . In short, if analysis grains are selected without reference to response grain or environment spatial structure, important niche relationships may be entirely overlooked.
Our scale-sensitive example workflows account for these various sources of scale-dependence in species-environment relationships. First, for studies whose goal is to infer niche relationships, our proposed workflow identifies the set of environmental variables that strongly influence occurrence across all analysis grains (Fig. 5A ). For T. deckeni, these included vegetation-related variables (SCI and NDVI), fine Figure 4 . Consequences of modeling approaches insensitive to analysis grain. We divided observed environmental variables into three groups based on their spatial structure -Fine, Intermediate, and Coarse -and selected an example variable from each group -a vegetation structural complexity index (SCI), NDVI, and elevation, respectively. For each example variable, we constructed simple species distribution models (SDMs) for Tockus deckeni at many analysis grains smaller than its grain threshold, and selected the grain at which SDMs achieved maximum predicted accuracy ('Best model'). In practice, this 'optimal' analysis grain may be different from the resolution preferred by a researcher. We evaluated two approaches to generate distribution predictions at alternate resolutions, and evaluated the effect of each on predictive accuracy. First, we resampled the Best model to an alternate resolution ('Alternate grain'): 1 km for Fine and Intermediate variables, and 100 m for the Coarse variable. Second, we independently constructed an SDM at the same alternate resolutions ('Alternate model'). We then compared the distribution predicted under the Alternate grain ('Difference BM -AG') and Alternate model approaches ('Difference BM -AM') to that predicted by the Best model. Figure 5 . Scale-sensitive approaches to three common questions about species' niches and distributions. For studies designed to infer niche relationships (left panel), evaluating importance and performance metrics for multivariate, single-grain (SG) SDMs across grains reveals the maximally important set of environmental factors. The most accurate SG model (top) was constructed at 500 m (AUC = 0.917). Variable importance was assessed using the summed Akaike's information criterion (AIC) weight across all best-performing single-grain (SG) models (ΔAICc  5) at each grain (bottom, light gray bars). Variable performance was evaluated by summing declines in model AUC when a variable's values were permuted (bottom, dark gray bars). For studies seeking to evaluate scale-dependence in niche relationships (center panel), variable importance and performance in SG is tracked across a set of appropriate analysis grains (ΔAUC at 10 m = 0.085; ΔAUC at 100 m = 0.091; ΔAUC at 1000 m = 0.152). For studies that aim to accurately predict a species' spatial distribution (right panel), the multiple-grain (MG) model (in which environmental variables are included only at their optimal grain) with the highest predictive accuracy (AUC = 0.931) is shown. and coarse moisture (wetness and precipitation), topography (elevation and topographic complexity), and general exposure (incoming solar radiation and brightness). This set of variables optimally describes the environmental, or Grinnellian, niche of T. deckeni at the study extent. Second, for studies that aim to evaluate the scale-dependence of a species' niche, our example workflow assesses changes in variable importance and performance across grains (Fig. 5B) . In single-grain (SG) models, T. deckeni responded to individual variables at least partly based on their spatial structure; the exception to this pattern was precipitation, which appeared in best model sets across all analysis grains despite its coarse spatial structure. One potential explanation is that only areas with consistently high precipitation contain the large trees T. deckeni require for nesting cavities, as well as patches of complex vegetation in which the species frequently forages. These results confirm the dynamics illustrated in Fig. 1D : a species may respond strongly to a coarse variable (range = 42 339 m) though it otherwise exhibits a finer response grain (indicated by maximum predictive accuracy [AUC = 0.917] at 500 m). Third, for studies whose objective is to provide the most accurate map of a species' spatial distribution, our proposed workflow identifies the multi-grain GLMM that predicts T. deckeni occurrence with the greatest predictive accuracy (AUC = 0.931).
Researchers are often confronted with the situation in which available environmental or occurrence data are of coarse resolution. Given that our results strongly indicate that the detection and accurate estimation of species-environment relationships is reduced at coarse analysis grains, how should researchers proceed? Reviewing information about the species of interest may reveal likely response grains, such as the typical area of home ranges or foraging patches (O'Neill et al. 1988 ) -or at least indicate whether a coarse analysis grain would be wholly inappropriate.
When a species' response grain precludes a coarse analysis grain, researchers may be able to obtain high-or medium-resolution environmental data across the study area (e.g. from freely accessible remote sensing platforms such as Landsat). A hierarchical Bayesian model (HBM) may then be used to predict species occurrence at a fine analysis grain as a function of both environmental conditions at the fine grain and the species-environment relationship at a coarse grain (Keil et al. 2013) . If highresolution environmental data is only available across a portion of the study area, the variation of environmental variables at a fine analysis grain can be measured within the area of overlap. This information (sometimes referred to as 'measurement error') can be incorporated into a latent variable in a HBM, and used to correct regression parameters to estimate the true species-environment relationship (McInerny and Purves 2011).
Alternately, methods ranging from image fusion (which integrates information from fine analysis grains into variables at coarser analysis grains) to statistical downscaling (which interpolates information at coarse analysis grains to finer analysis grains) may be used to develop finer environmental variables. For example, Hansen et al. (2008) combined bagged regression tree classifications of coarse imagery and multi-temporal composites of fine imagery to estimate deforestation likelihood. Statistical downscaling comprises a large group of methods varying in complexity: Kustas et al. (2003) used the relationship between radiometric temperature and NDVI to interpolate land surface temperature (LST) at a fine grain, while Liu and Pu (2008) decomposed mixed thermal infrared pixels to increase the spatial detail of a coarse LST product.
Rapid expansions in the availability of both high-resolution remotely sensed data and species occurrence data offer increasing opportunities to address scale dependence in niche relationships. Our study provides a framework and empirical demonstration that build on, and echo, an emerging consensus that studies of species-environment relationships (among other questions) should adopt a multi-grain perspective (Mayer and Cameron 2003 , Meyer and Thuiller 2006 , Wheatley and Johnson 2009 , McGarigal et al. 2016 . We propose that any analysis of species' niches or distribution patterns include 1) exploratory variograms and 2) an assessment of scaling for candidate environmental predictor variables; 3) explicit consideration of potential response grains for the study species; and 4) scale optimization (McGarigal et al. 2016) , in which outputs (e.g. model predictions) are evaluated across many grains to identify the most appropriate analysis grain(s). Our findings suggest that these steps are critical to rigorously address scale-dependence in speciesenvironment relationships -often mentioned in ecological theory, but rarely directly addressed in practice.
